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Give your old shoes a new life
Our Value Proposition: Education, Conservation and Economics
 Our shoe recycling service allows everyone to conveniently participate in an incredibly worthy cause
 Shoe recycling for reuse allows your organization to participate in a great cause in a no-cost, feel good way—It’s
a Return on Involvement-the new ROI
 It’s a simple and sustainable way for your organization to make money: ShoeBox Recycling will pay $.50 per
pound for paired, secondhand shoes

How we get started:






Our shoe-recycling program is easy! We give you boxes.
You fill them up and make them heavy-40 lbs. heavy (we are sustainable after all)!
We give you a label and pay for FedEx to bring them to us
We send you checks cut monthly based on the pounds of shoes collected
You make your customers happy, the planet happy, and your bottom line happy

Have you found your SoleMate?
 The best part of our shoe recycling program is the opportunity for you, your fellow recyclers to find their
SoleMate (visit www.shoeboxrecycling.com to download your note)
 With a simple note in the shoe, you can trace the path your shoes take to meet their new feet
 Our shoes are for reuse all around the globe, putting landfills on diets and
teaching all that worn is not worn out
 What are the chances that your SoleMate is out there? You must recycle to
find out

How much can you earn?





1 Box packed tightly weighs about 40 lbs. Payout = $20.00
Fill 5 boxes per month and Payout = $100.00
Continue for a full year and earn $1200.00
Add a Team of 5 and everybody collects 5 boxes per month and payout is
$2500.00 per month
 We put the fun back in fundraising by proving that worn does not mean
worn out

Some FAQ’s:
 Each year over 300 Million shoes are landfilled
 It takes over 200 years before a sneaker even starts to break down in a
landfill
 Used shoes are in great demand in developing countries
 Recycled shoes create jobs and fuel local economies both here and abroad
 The Council for Textile Recycling has set a goal of zero waste by 2037
Now is the Time!

